
Wherrol Flat, 128 Bimbadeen Road
Unlike Any Lifestyle Home You Will Encounter This
Lifetime

Totally unassuming from the road's edge and hidden behind a succession of
established trees is a property unlike any you have seen before and may
possibly see in your lifetime. Intricately stone crafted piece by piece over ten
years by renowned stonemason, David Broadhurst to bring a spectacular
property dream to life for the current owners who clearly have a finesse for
detailed architecture.

"Tamarind Lodge" - a true masterpiece home set upon a grand estate of 112
acres (45.29 hectares) northwest of the boutique township of Wingham in the
Wherrol Flat province. A rising mountain backdrop and a verdant outlook over
the attentively kept fields and gardens is sure to inspire reverie for the new
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owners. Each piece of this magnificent residence has been thoughtfully fused
together to reflect a regal and stately air of quality, unmatched by any other
home that you will find on the market for sale.

A vast and opulent grand entry welcomes you. The eyes are instantly drawn
skyward to the 23ft hardwood raked ceilings that envelopes the 40cm thick stone
built walls, solid hardwood timber beams and Jarrah doors with custom bevelled
edge glass that showcase the incredible depth of construction. It is evident from
the true craftsmanship and the elegantly tactile setting that the rest of the home
is sure to leave you positively speechless.

The earthy and enticing living zone doubles as a cosy den to lounge in and relax.
A double sided full stone fireplace sitting upon its own specially crafted concrete
footing is the stellar focal point in this space, providing heat and ambience from
both sides and overflowing into the formal dining area. An otherwise cool winter's
night is made ever warmer and inviting by a hearty homecooked meal, prepared
with love in the gourmet kitchen. Draped in divine Tasmanian Blackwood
cabinetry with brass fittings and finished with a sleek illustrious granite top, along
with the inclusion of 600mm and 900m ovens, five burner gas cook top and built
in microwave.

Exploring the East wing of the home you will notice the exquisite hardwood walls
that have been designed to interlock for easy replacement or maintenance. Two
king-size guest bedrooms both include a healthy amount of built in storage from
the Tasmanian Oak robes and have easy access through to the main bathroom.
Finished in a mix of timber, stone and tile to emanate visions of a lavish bed and
breakfast you might find somewhere in the European countryside. It is important
to note that all sleeping quarters, in fact all rooms in this home, have private
passage through to the commanding 10 and 15ft wrap around hardwood
verandah that hugs the exterior. A palatial master suite embodies natural
Serpentine stone and includes a massive retreat or adjoining sitting room, veiled
in ambient natural sunlight drawn in through the custom leadlight windows and
many doors that lead outside. An enviable walk in robe accompanies this room,
as well as an indulgent private ensuite bathroom complete with a huge walk in
shower and classic clawfoot tub.

At each corner of this home you will be pleasantly greeted by a shaded outdoor
sitting area or garden terrace that is dressed in the most striking natural
decorative pieces. An eye catching mix of greenery and delicate flowers forges a
botanical paradise and exceptional position to dine alfresco or host an
unforgettable garden party. A whimsical maze of hedges, majestic water
features and the manicured arbours are all valuable additions to complement
your style of living beautifully. When you are sufficiently inspired by the uplifting
outdoor spaces, step into your sundrenched reading room, come painting or
music studio to expend your creativity or simply take rest.

Services & Extras
- Six paddocks for hobby farming cattle or horses
- Four dams
- Five bay machinery shed
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- Two bay lock up garage
- Double carport
- 2 x 5,000 gallon water tank to service the property
- 1 x 22,000 gallon water tank for property fire protection
- Raised vegetable gardens and established fruit trees
- Naturally insulated interior walls
-
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